EEG evidence of stimulus-directed response dynamics in human somatosensory cortex.
Dense multichannel recordings of scalp electroencephalogram (EEG) were obtained in the vicinity of primary somatosensory cortex, time-locked to repetitive vibrotactile stimulation of sites on the right index finger of a single human subject. Frequency-domain analysis of cross-trial averages revealed prominent 'driving' responses in the EEG at the frequency of stimulation, which under specific stimulus conditions displayed pronounced changes in amplitude and topographic organization over brief (4 s) durations of stimulus exposure. The changes were systematic and physiologically coherent, evolving toward driving-response topographies observed in the same subject in conjunction with periodic microstimulation of single mechanoreceptive afferents whose receptive fields occupied corresponding positions on the digit. This dynamic process was orderly and reproducible, and could be controlled by manipulating factors such as the amplitude, frequency, and temporal spacing of the stimuli. The results are tentatively interpreted in light of a previously proposed neurophysiological model of stimulus-driven response plasticity in mammalian somatosensory cortex.